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Abstract

Results

LIRN stack in exploded view with Dragon capsule with color coded clearance
zones and satellite mothership.

LIRN is a system to provide lunar seismic data by
establishing a geophysical sensor network.

Viability of overall mission concept verified

Due to thermal requirements the impactors

via CDR. Outgassing from impactor

are estimated to shut down for nearly

avionics bay wall-gap tested in vacuum

10 days during the height of the lunar

Mission plan was developed with initial
requirements and flight parameters for collecting
a minimum of one year of lunar seismic data.

bottle. Component viability estimated from

day. LLO to Earth downlink is a 3.6 kbps,

existing resources.

2 Ghz S-Band transmitter at 500 mW

Impact velocity from a 100km deorbit
is estimated at 55 m/s producing 750 G
peak loading. Uplink to orbiter is 3.6kpbs

Objectives

using an omnidirectional antenna and 500
mW transmitter at 450mhz to complete

Course objectives were to develop viable

• Impactor emplacement survival

architecture around small satellite concepts (1).

• Lunar vacuum and thermal survival

Aim was to advance geologic science (2) while
creating new opportunities for lunar utilization.
Mission objectives were to create high-fidelity
seismic maps of the Moon. Concerns and

with an option for a 5 W transmitter. The
ASGARD MEMS sensor provides a unique
multi-function, spread spectrum sensor
covering seismograph, accelerometer and
gravitometer in one package.

transmissions during 90 second overflight.

• Maintain communication uplink
• Advance geologic science and understanding
Deorbit Sequence,

• Create new opportunities for lunar utilization

from top to bottom:

objectives addressed included impactor survival
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during high-G emplacement, survival in the Lunar
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subsurface vacuum and thermal environment
while providing stable uplink and telemetry.

Right, Lunar farside impact sites.

Correction Burns
Terminal Separation
Drift and Impact
Subsurface Operations

Below, Lunar nearside impact sites.

Right, Impactor Components:
Composite rear cover
Inner cover/antenna
Transceiver

Conclusion

ASGARD sensor
Bus: Datalogger, Power and
MMIC flash storage

LIRN provides a path toward an affordable,
modular system for measuring Lunar and other
planetary subsurface environments. Uses cutting
edge enabling technology where appropriate and
proven equipment in the rest of the system.

6 Lithium-ion primary
batteries

Electronics Core

Materials and Method
A shortened impactor body was developed

performance basis or for uniqueness in

using a standard reference work (3)

the case of the ASGARD seismometer.

combined with formulae from class.
Component selection was performed
using manufacturer websites (4,5) and

Titanium Outer Shell

prior proposals (6). For development
purposes test items were modeled in
Pro Engineer and printed on a Stratasys
FDM 3D printer. These were used for fit
check and outgassing testing in a vacuum

Requirements were for each impactor to
survive launch, transport and delivery to
lunar orbit along with an estimated

FDM model Assembled view.

FDM model Exploded view.

Further development of a flight model from a 9U
CubeSat is indicated. Other updates could include
a single propulsion system, more thermal analysis
and dissipative structures for continuous data
collection to provide a more complete picture.

750 G impact. Each impactor must be
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